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Question # 18: YOUR CONSTRUCTIVE COMMENTS ON YOUR GRADUATE STUDENT INSTRUCTOR'S TEACHING SKILLS ARE EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT. PLEASE WRITE YOUR COMMENTS IN THE TEXTBOX BELOW. PLEASE LIMIT YOUR COMMENTS TO 2000 CHARACTERS.

Was straight forward in helping to understand the topic better. 

great.

Thanks for occasionally doing homework problems

Brandon was really helpful overall; however, I feel that there may be instances where he will make people feel that he doesn't really like to help
them. Brandon is really helpful in office hours and really explains the material that I am having trouble with. I really appreciated his patience with
me especially, as this was my first introduction to proof based mathematics and establishing proof notation. Overall, I think that Brandon is really
good at explaining the concepts and making sure that the students are able to ask questions. Although he sometimes emitted a vibe that was
very stern and seemed harsh, he was very helpful and made sure that the students are doing their best. 

Overall, i actually learned more in discussion than in lecture

Brandon was great. If I had TA's of his caliber for every class I might actually go to their discussion sections :)

I had Brandon my first year of college, and have honestly preferred him over any other TA because he actually knows how to explain the
homework questions, class problems and Theorems/Proofs step by step and tells us what exactly we should have memorized (definitions and
proofs) that will help us for the tests and future classes. When we go over homework problems, he takes the time to write the extra steps that
other TA's tend to skip, so it makes it easier to look back and see how exactly we solve similar problems, by using his notes from discussion as a
guideline. Overall, I am extremely please with his teaching abilities. 

clearly demonstrates knowledge on the subjects and greatly helps with homework and clarifying topics that are a little difficult 


